
CITATION X



citation X traveling Just unDer speeD of sounD
The Citation X was built to perform, boasting flawless aerodynamics and unmatched performance metrics. Traveling just under the speed of sound, other aircraft 

simply can’t keep up. The Citation X gets you to your destination faster, saving you precious time and money. With its powerful combination of comfort and 

performance, the Citation X is an aircraft you need to experience for yourself. 

* Based on 45,000 ft operating altitude
** Aircraft range considers long range cruise at Flight Options standard operating weight, ISA conditions, zero wind, optimum altitudes, and 6 pax @ 200 lbs each. Range is dependant upon runway length, passenger load, baggage, departure airport elevation, and temperature.

Based on seven percent increase created from the addition of winglets.
 All data subject to change without notice.

specs at a glance
PASSENGER CAPACITY 8
BAGGAGE CAPACITY 72 CU FT

NORMAL CRUISE SPEED* 575 MPH

RANGE** 3,638 SM

CABIN LENGTH 23’7”
CABIN WIDTH 5’6”
CABIN HEIGHT 5’7”
MAX ALTITUDE 51,000 FT





DesigneD for perfection. the Dramatically sweptback wings with high 

performance winglets proviDe an unmatcheD ramp presence that 

is bounD to turn heaDs. the citation X not only boasts an eXtreme 

appearance, but it is one of the fastest civil airplanes in the worlD. 

this aircraft gets you to your Destination before anyone else.



eXterior



engine
Two Rolls Royce AE 3007C engines with dual-channel 

FADEC (Full Authority Digital Engine Controls) power 

the Citation X, providing the aircraft with the ability 

to travel faster and farther than other mid and super-

midsized aircraft. Through computer monitoring and 

control, the FADEC systems precisely manage the 

engines, executing flights with maximum efficiency 

without exceeding operational limitations.

 

The Citation X is truly a versatile jet that can handle 

both short trips and international flights with unrivaled 

performance. It not only leads the super-midsize cabin 

category in speed, but it operates the same model 

engines as our large cabin Legacy 600®.



wing
With the combination of radically sweptback wings 

and high performance winglets, the Citation X  

is able to achieve unparalleled overall performance.  

No other business aircraft is able to reach the high 

altitudes and speeds of the Citation X while also 

maintaining stability at slower speeds. 

With the addition of elliptical winglets, the aircraft 

is more aerodynamic and experiences improved hot 

day, high altitude performance out of mountainous 

locations. The Flight Options Citation X with winglets 

gives you more range, faster climb rates and reduced 

fuel consumption. 



Doorway
Measuring 4’6”(h) x 2’1”(w), the doorway provides ample room to enter and exit 

the aircraft with ease. The Citation X includes a solid staircase with steel handrail 

that gracefully swings down, allowing passengers to board the aircraft feeling 

steady and balanced. 



Baggage dependant on # of passengers and trip details. Assumes soft sided baggage.

take all of this... plus this... or this...

the eXternal luggage compartment can holD up to 72 cu ft of baggage. with such an 

enormous space, you can keep your cabin free of eXcess storage anD bags. the eXternal 

compartment is heateD anD pressuriZeD to keep your stoweD 

belongings safe while in flight.  

compartment is heateD anD pressuriZeD to keep your stoweD 

belongings safe while in flight.  

baggage compartment

ski tube





welcome to your interior
As soon as you step inside the custom cabin of the Citation X, you will quickly notice the opulent amenities and lush seating accommodations. 

In terms of luxury – the Citation X truly delivers. All passengers onboard will enjoy more space to relax for the duration of the flight. And with 

leading edge technology features, you can continue streaming, downloading and sending data from 51,000 ft.

the flight options citation X is the perfect combination of moDern anD luXury, 

creating a beautiful anD comfortable aesthetic within the cabin space. the interior 

is furnisheD from the finest harDwooDs, laminates, leathers anD fabrics. 

in
terior



“the X is a unique airplane with its total emphasis on high speeD, but the winglets 

 can eXtenD the range anD improve efficiency without reDucing the 500-plus-knot 

 Dash speeD most owners love. more range when you want it without losing any 

 speeD is a Darn gooD traDe.” 
  
  – J. mac mcclellan
  FLYiNg magaziNE



cabin length: 23’7”

cabin wiDth: 5’6”

cabin height: 5’7”

cabin layout
The double club configuration provides extra space for passengers inside the cabin. The Citation X boasts 

one of the widest, most spacious interiors in its class. The design provides built-in head and shoulder 

room, creating an airy, open space. Conduct a meeting or just sit back and relax in a cabin that provides 

more comfort and workspace for all passengers on board.





honeywell® primus 2000
The glass cockpit contains a Honeywell® Primus 2000 avionics suite. The highly advanced system 

is displayed on five screens for easy usability. The Citation X is also equipped with the Enhanced 

Ground Proximity Warning System (EGPWS) and Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System 

(TCAS II) for maximized safety precautions. 

Each Flight Options Citation X cockpit has been deployed an iPad® Electronic Flight Bag (EFB). 

The sleek iPads provide the flight crews a significant increase in convenience and safety. Each 

device contains terminal charts, including approaches, arrivals and departures. It stores all of  

our company manuals and required documents, and also contains en route charts that replace 

the paper chart packs that used to be carried by each pilot. Additionally, the iPad EFB features 

integrated software that allows the pilots to calculate aircraft performance, computate weight 

and balance, and check the en route weather in real-time.



33IN.seats
The seats in the Citation X were designed with your in-

flight comfort in mind. Each seat is extremely plush with 

overstuffed, wide cushions for maximum relaxation. 

Due to the long range capabilities of the aircraft, we

wanted to make sure that passengers would remain 

comfortable for the entire duration of the flight – even 

for trips spanning from coast to coast. 

tables
A total of four tables easily fold out between the facing 

club seats. With a simple touch of a button, the tables 

deploy, providing ample space for dining or work. 

When finished using one of the table tops, simply slide 

it back into the sidewall for more space to relax. 



galley
Affixed within the full service galley is a microwave/

convection oven to keep your catering orders at the 

perfect temperature up to the last bite. The sleek 

cabinets are always stocked with your favorite in-

flight food and drink. The galley with full refreshment 

center features beautiful crystal stemware for your 

special occasions, as well as hot coffee and water 

for tea to help you feel right at home. There is also 

ample storage to keep your personal selection of 

beverages cool and at hand.



Broadband wireless Internet connection (Wi-Fi). 

This feature will extend your productivity in-flight.



technology
In-flight convenience has been redefined by the Flight Options Citation X. Whether you are looking to relax or stay productive, the Citation X features 

onboard Wi-Fi® connectivity to stay logged-on while en route to your destination. Enjoy the ability to continue streaming, downloading and sending from 

your wireless devices as if you were still in your office. The cabin also offers data ports if you choose to directly dock in.

To keep passengers entertained for the duration of the flight, there is a CD/DVD player with audio speakers and headsets throughout the cabin. Multiple 

displays are located in the cabin for AirShow® moving map systems or for entertainment. Also included in the cabin is a telephone and power outlets 

located along the sidewalls, so you can charge your devices and arrive with full power. 

 



100 MPH
200 MPH

300 MPH
400 MPH

500 MPH



perform
an

ce

by combining the force of powerful engines anD a flawless aeroDynamic Design, 

the citation X is one of the fastest civil airplanes in the worlD. the normal cruise 

speeD of this aircraft is 575 mph, getting you to your Destination before anyone else.

by combining the force of powerful engines anD a flawless aeroDynamic Design, by combining the force of powerful engines anD a flawless aeroDynamic Design, 



time to climb
The retrofitted elliptical winglets provide a significant improvement 

in overall performance. Along with improved range and take-off

performance, the Citation X can climb to 37,000 ft within 16 minutes.
35,000 ft

51,000 ft

altituDe
The Citation X is capable of climbing to to an altitude 

of 51,000 feet with ease, flying higher than all other 

business aviation and commercial air traffic. Avoid 

in-flight turbulence by flying above adverse weather 

conditions that may occur, providing an all-around 

smoother flight.

(citation X maX altituDe)

(average civilian aircraft)



san francisco

charlotte

by aDDing elliptical winglets, the citation X travels Distances spanning up

to 3,638 sm. this astonishing performer can accommoDate coast-to-coast trips, 

getting you Directly to your Destination without the neeD for fuel stops. 

the citation X is truly your best business tool.

san franciscosan franciscosan franciscosan francisco

charlottecharlotte



citation X specifications anD performance
certification

propulsion 

avionics   

eXternal 
Dimensions

cabin 
Dimensions

cabin volume

cabin Door 
Dimensions

baggage
capacity

range
(6 occupants, 
nbaa reserves)   

Part 25

Two Rolls Royce AE 3007C dual-channel  
FADEC controlled engines

Honeywell® Primus 2000

Length 72’

Width (wingspan) 69’

Height 19’

Length 23’7”

Max Width 5’6”

Max Height 5’7”

600 cu ft

Width 25”

Height 54”

Total 72 cu ft

3,638 sm



take off & 
lanDing 
Distance

high speeD 
cruise   

mmo

time to climb 
to fl350

maX operating 
altituDe

maX takeoff & 
lanDing elev.  

system 
highlights

Per Flight Options operation specifications,
must be 4,800’ minimum runway required

.89 Mach /575 mph

.92 Mach

16min @ MGTOW

51,000’

14,000’

Wi-Fi®, full stand-up lav with potable water,
carbon brakes, Stage 3 noise compliant engines,
single point refueling, galley with microwave

to view citation X competitive spec comparisons, 
please scan the qr coDe below with your smart  
phone or visit:

www.flightoptions.com/fleet/citation-X 



“the citation X is the perfect aircraft for customers wanting to move faster,  

 be more efficient anD get where they neeD to be more quickly than ever before.” 

 
  – Darren quick
  gizmag



looking for another option – preview the fleet

* Based on 41,000 ft operating altitude
** Aircraft range considers long range cruise at Flight Options standard operating weight, ISA conditions, zero wind, optimum altitudes, and 4 pax @ 200 lbs each. Range is dependant upon runway length, passenger load, baggage, departure airport elevation, and temperature. 

All data subject to change without notice.

legacy 600®

PASSENGER CAPACITY 13
BAGGAGE CAPACITY 240 CU FT

NORMAL CRUISE SPEED* 501 MPH

RANGE** 3,747 SM

CABIN LENGTH 49’8”
CABIN WIDTH 6’9”
CABIN HEIGHT 6’0”
MAX ALTITUDE 41,000 FT

neXtant 400Xt™

PASSENGER CAPACITY 7
BAGGAGE CAPACITY 46.4 CU FT

NORMAL CRUISE SPEED* 483 MPH

RANGE** 2,096 SM

CABIN LENGTH 15’6”
CABIN WIDTH 4’11”
CABIN HEIGHT 4’9”
MAX ALTITUDE 45,000 FT

hawker 400Xp
PASSENGER CAPACITY 7
BAGGAGE CAPACITY 46.4 CU FT

NORMAL CRUISE SPEED* 483 MPH

RANGE** 1,491 SM

CABIN LENGTH 15’6”
CABIN WIDTH 4’11”
CABIN HEIGHT 4’9”
MAX ALTITUDE 45,000 FT

phenom 300®

PASSENGER CAPACITY 7
BAGGAGE CAPACITY 76 CU FT

NORMAL CRUISE SPEED* 493 MPH

RANGE** 2,298 SM

CABIN LENGTH 17’2”
CABIN WIDTH 5’1”
CABIN HEIGHT 4’11”
MAX ALTITUDE 45,000 FT



Flight Options® and the Flight Options logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Flight Options, LLC.
AirShow® is a registered trademark of Rockwell Collins, Inc.

Honeywell® is a registered trademark of Honeywell International Inc. 
Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance. 

Nextant 400XT™ is a trademark of Nextant Aerospace, LLC and/or its affi liates. 
Phenom 300® and Legacy 600® are registered trademarks of Embraer.

877.703.2348   •   flightoptions.com

Fractional       Membership        Jet Card


